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ABSTRACT Prior to the innovation of information communication technologies (ICT), social interactions
evolved within small cultural boundaries such as geo spatial locations. The recent developments of communication technologies have considerably transcended the temporal and spatial limitations of traditional
communications. These social technologies have created a revolution in user-generated information, online
human networks, and rich human behavior-related data. However, the misuse of social technologies such as
social media (SM) platforms, has introduced a new form of aggression and violence that occurs exclusively
online. A new means of demonstrating aggressive behavior in SM websites are highlighted in this paper. The
motivations for the construction of prediction models to fight aggressive behavior in SM are also outlined.
We comprehensively review cyberbullying prediction models and identify the main issues related to the
construction of cyberbullying prediction models in SM. This paper provides insights on the overall process
for cyberbullying detection and most importantly overviews the methodology. Though data collection and
feature engineering process has been elaborated, yet most of the emphasis is on feature selection algorithms
and then using various machine learning algorithms for prediction of cyberbullying behaviors. Finally, the
issues and challenges have been highlighted as well, which present new research directions for researchers
to explore.
INDEX TERMS Big data, cyberbullying, cybercrime, human aggressive behavior, machine learning, online
social network, social media, text classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine or deep learning algorithms help researchers understand big data [1]. Abundant information on humans and
their societies can be obtained in this big data era, but
this acquisition was previously impossible [2]. One of the
main sources of human-related data is social media (SM).
By applying machine learning algorithms to SM data, we can
exploit historical data to predict the future of a wide range
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Kathiravan Srinivasan.
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of applications. Machine learning algorithms provide an
opportunity to effectively predict and detect negative forms of
human behavior, such as cyberbullying [3]. Big data analysis
can uncover hidden knowledge through deep learning from
raw data [1]. Big data analytics has improved several applications, and forecasting the future has even become possible
through the combination of big data and machine learning
algorithms [4].
An insightful analysis of data on human behavior and
interaction to detect and restrain aggressive behavior involves
multifaceted angles and aspects and the merging of theorems
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and techniques from multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary
fields. The accessibility of large-scale data produces new
research questions, novel computational methods, interdisciplinary approaches, and outstanding opportunities to discover several vital inquiries quantitatively. However, using
traditional methods (statistical methods) in this context is
challenging in terms of scale and accuracy. These methods are commonly based on organized data on human
behavior and small-scale human networks (traditional social
networks). Applying these methods to large online social
networks (OSNs) in terms of scale and extent causes several issues. On the one hand, the explosive growth of OSNs
enhances and disseminates aggressive forms of behavior by
providing platforms and networks to commit and propagate
such behavior. On the other hand, OSNs offer important
data for exploring human behavior and interaction at a large
scale, and these data can be used by researchers to develop
effective methods of detecting and restraining misbehavior
and/or aggressive behavior. OSNs provide criminals with
tools to perform aggressive actions and networks to commit
misconduct. Therefore, methods that address both aspects
(content and network) should be optimized to detect and
restrain aggressive behavior in complex systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Subsection I.A presents an overview of aggressive behavior in SM, and a new means in which SM websites are
utilized by users to commit aggressive behavior is highlighted. I.B summarizes the motivations for constructing prediction models to combat aggressive behavior in SM. I.C
highlight the importance of constructing cyberbullying prediction models. I.D, provide the methodology followed in
this paper. Section 2 presents a comprehensive review of
cyberbullying prediction models for SM websites from data
collection to evaluation. Section 3 discusses the main issues
related to the construction of cyberbullying prediction models. Research challenges, which present new research directions, are discussed in Section 4, and the paper is concluded in
Section 5.
A. RISE OF AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR ON SM

Prior to the innovation of communication technologies, social
interaction evolved within small cultural boundaries, such
as locations and families [5]. The recent development of
communication technologies exceptionally transcends the
temporal and spatial limitations of traditional communication. In the last few years, online communication has
shifted toward user-driven technologies, such as SM websites, blogs, online virtual communities, and online sharing
platforms. New forms of aggression and violence emerge
exclusively online [6]. The dramatic increase in negative
human behavior on SM, with high increments in aggressive behavior, presents a new challenge [6], [7]. The advent
of Web 2.0 technologies, including SM websites that are
often accessed through mobile devices, has completely transformed functionality on the side of users [8]. SM characteristics, such as accessibility, flexibility, being free, and
70702

having well-connected social networks, provide users with
liberty and flexibility to post and write on their platforms.
Therefore, users can easily demonstrate aggressive behavior [9], [10]. SM websites have become dynamic social
communication websites for millions of users worldwide.
Data in the form of ideas, opinions, preferences, views, and
discussions are spread among users rapidly through online
social communication. The online interactions of SM users
generate a huge volume of data that can be utilized to study
human behavioral patterns [11]. SM websites also provide an
exceptional opportunity to analyze patterns of social interactions among populations at a scale that is much larger than
before.
Aside from renovating the means through which people are
influenced, SM websites provide a place for a severe form of
misbehavior among users. Online complex networks, such
as SM websites, changed substantially in the last decade,
and this change was stimulated by the popularity of online
communication through SM websites. Online communication has become an entertainment tool, rather than serving
only to communicate and interact with known and unknown
users. Although SM websites provide many benefits to users,
cyber criminals can use these websites to commit different types of misbehavior and/or aggressive behavior. The
common forms of misbehavior and/or aggressive behavior on OSN sites include cyberbullying [3], phishing [12],
spam distribution [13], malware spreading [14], and
cyberbullying [15].
Users utilize SM websites to demonstrate different types
of aggressive behavior. The main involvement of SM websites in aggressive behavior can be summarized in two
points [9], [15].
1) [I.] OSN communication is a revolutionary trend that
exploits Web 2.0. Web 2.0 has new features that allow
users to create profiles and pages, which, in turn,
make users active. Unlike Web 1.0 that limits users
to being passive readers of content only, Web 2.0 has
expanded capabilities that allow users to be active as
they post and write their thoughts. SM websites have
four particular features, namely, collaboration, participation, empowerment, and timeliness [16]. These
characteristics enable criminals to use SM websites
as a platform to commit aggressive behavior without confronting victims [9], [15]. Examples of aggressive behavior are committing cyberbullying [17]–[19]
and financial fraud [20], using malicious applications [21], and implementing social engineering and
phishing [12].
2) [II.] SM websites are structures that enable information exchange and dissemination. They allow users
to effortlessly share information, such as messages,
links, photos, and videos [22]. However, because SM
websites connect billions of users, they have become
delivery mechanisms for different forms of aggressive
behavior at an extraordinary scale. SM websites help
cybercriminals reach many users [23].
VOLUME 7, 2019
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B. MOTIVATIONS FOR PREDICTING AGGRESSIVE
BEHAVIOR ON SM WEBSITES

Many studies have been conducted on the contribution of
machine learning algorithms to OSN content analysis in the
last few years. Machine learning research has become crucial
in numerous areas and successfully produced many models,
tools, and algorithms for handling large amounts of data
to solve real-world problems [24], [25]. Machine learning
algorithms have been used extensively to analyze SM website content for spam [26]–[28], phishing [29], and cyberbullying prediction [19], [30]. Aggressive behavior includes
spam propagation [13], [31]–[34], phishing [12], malware
spread [14], and cyberbullying [15]. Textual cyberbullying
has become the dominant aggressive behavior in SM websites
because these websites give users full freedom to post on their
platforms [17], [35]–[39].
SM websites contain large amounts of text and/or non-text
content and other information related to aggressive behavior.
In this work, a content analysis of SM websites is performed
to predict aggressive behavior. Such an analysis is limited to
textual OSN content for predicting cyberbullying behavior.
Given that cyberbullying can be easily committed, it is considered a dangerous and fast-spreading aggressive behavior.
Bullies only require willingness and a laptop or cell phone
with Internet connection to perform misbehavior without
confronting victims [40]. The popularity and proliferation
of SM websites have increased online bullying activities.
Cyberbullying in SM websites is rampant due to the structural
characteristics of SM websites. Cyberbullying in traditional
platforms, such as emails or phone text messages, is performed on a limited number of people. SM websites allow
users to create profiles for establishing friendships and communicating with other users regardless of geographic location, thus expanding cyberbullying beyond physical location.
Anonymous users may also exist on SM websites, and this has
been confirmed to be a primary cause for increased aggressive
user behavior [41]. Developing an effective prediction model
for predicting cyberbullying is therefore of practical significance. With all these considerations, this work performs a
content-based analysis for predicting textual cyberbullying
on SM websites.
The motivation of this review is explained in the following
section.

C. WHY CONSTRUCTING CYBERBULLYING PREDICTION
MODELS IS IMPORTANT

The motivations for carrying out this review for predicting cyberbullying on SM websites are discussed as follows.
Cyberbullying is a major problem [42] and has been documented as a serious national health problem [43] due to
the recent growth of online communication and SM websites. Research has shown that cyberbullying exerts negative effects on the psychological and physical health and
academic performance of people [44]. Studies have also
shown that cyberbullying victims incur a high risk of suicidal
VOLUME 7, 2019

ideation [45], [46]. Other studies [45], [46] reported an
association between cyberbullying victimization and suicidal
ideation risk. Consequently, developing a cyberbullying prediction model that detects aggressive behavior that is related
to the security of human beings is more important than developing a prediction model for aggressive behavior related to
the security of machines.
Cyberbullying can be committed anywhere and anytime.
Escaping from cyberbullying is difficult because cyberbullying can reach victims anywhere and anytime. It can be
committed by posting comments and statuses for a large
potential audience. The victims cannot stop the spread of such
activities [47]. Although SM websites have become an integral part of users’ lives, a study found that SM websites are the
most common platforms for cyberbullying victimization [48].
A well-known characteristic of SM websites, such as Twitter,
is that they allow users to publicly express and spread their
posts to a large audience while remaining anonymous [9].
The effects of public cyberbullying are worse than those of
private ones, and anonymous scenarios of cyberbullying are
worse than non-anonymous cases [49], [50]. Consequently,
the severity of cyberbullying has increased on SM websites,
which support public and anonymous scenarios of cyberbullying. These characteristics make SM websites, such as Twitter, a dangerous platform for committing cyberbullying [43].
Recent research has indicated that most experts favor the
automatic monitoring of cyberbullying [51]. A study that
examined 14 groups of adolescents confirmed the urgent
need for automatic monitoring and prediction models for
cyberbullying [52] because traditional strategies for coping
with cyberbullying in the era of big data and networks do not
work well. Moreover, analyzing large amounts of complex
data requires machine learning-based automatic monitoring.
1) CYBERBULLYING ON SM WEBSITES

Most researchers define cyberbullying as using electronic
communication technologies to bully people [53]. Cyberbullying may exist in different types or forms, such as writing aggressive posts, harassing or bullying a victim, making
hateful posts, or insulting the victim [54], [55]. Given that
cyberbullying can be easily committed, it is considered a dangerous and fast-spreading aggressive behavior. Bullies only
require willingness and a laptop or cell phone connected to
the Internet to perform misbehavior without confronting the
victims [40]. The popularity and proliferation of SM websites
have increased online bullying activities. Cyberbullying on
SM websites is performed on a large number of users due to
the structural characteristics of SM websites [48].
Cyberbullying in traditional platforms, such as emails or
phone text messages, is committed on a limited number of
people. SM websites allow users to create profiles for establishing friendships and interacting with other online users
regardless of geographic location, thus expanding cyberbullying beyond physical location. Moreover, anonymous users
may exist on SM websites, and this has been confirmed to be
a primary cause of increased aggressive user behavior [41].
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The nature of SM websites allows cyberbullying to occur
secretly, spread rapidly, and continue easily [54]. Consequently, developing an effective prediction model for predicting cyberbullying is of practical significance. SM websites
contain large amounts of text and/or non-text content and
information related to aggressive behavior.
D. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the methodology used in this work
for a literature search. Two phases were employed to
retrieve published papers on cyberbullying prediction models. The first phase included searching for reputable academic databases and search engines. The search engines and
academic databases used for the retrieval of relevant papers
were as follows: Scopus, Clarivate Analytics’ Web of Science, DBLP Computer Science Bibliography, ACM Digital
Library, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, and IEEE Xplore. The
major keywords used for the literature search were coined in
relation to social media as follows: cyberbullying, aggressive
behavior, big data, and cyberbullying models. The second
phase involved searching for literature through Qatar University’s digital library. The articles retrieved from the search
were scrutinized to ensure that the articles met the inclusion
criteria. According to the inclusion criteria, for an article
to be selected for the survey, it must report an empirical
study describing the prediction of cyberbullying on SM sites.
Otherwise, the article would be excluded in the selection.
Many articles were rejected based on titles. The abstract and
conclusion sections were examined to ensure that articles
satisfied the screening criteria, and those that did not satisfy
the criteria were excluded from the survey.
II. PREDICTING CYBERBULLYING ON SOCIAL MEDIA IN
THE BIG DATA ERA USING MACHINE LEARNING
ALGORITHMS

Our world is currently in the big data era because 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are generated daily [56]. Organizations
continuously generate large-scale data. These large-scale
datasets are generated from different sources, including the
World Wide Web, social networks, and sensor networks [57].
Big data have nine characteristics, namely, volume, variety,
variability and complexity, velocity, veracity, value, validity,
verdict, and visibility [58]. For example, Flickr generates
almost 3.6 TB of data, Google is believed to process almost
20,000 TB of data per day, and the Internet gathers an estimated 1.8 PB of data daily [59].
SM is an online platform that provides users an opportunity to create an online community, share information,
and exchange content. SM users and the interaction among
organizations, people, and products are responsible for
the massive amount of data generated on SM platforms.
SM platforms, such as Facebook, YouTube, blogs, Instagram, Wikipedia, and Twitter, are of different types. The
data generated by SM outlets can be structured or unstructured in form. SM analytics is the analysis of structured and
unstructured data generated by SM outlets. SM analytics can
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be in any of the following forms: link prediction, community, content, social influence, structured, and unstructured.
SM is now in the big data era. For example, Facebook stores
260 billion photographs in over 20 PB of storage space,
and up to one million pictures are processed per second.
YouTube receives 100 hours of downloaded videos in each
minute [60].
The most common means of constructing cyberbullying
prediction models is to use a text classification approach that
involves the construction of machine learning classifiers from
labeled text instances [19], [38], [61]–[63]. Another means
is to use a lexicon-based model that involves computing
orientation for a document from the semantic orientation of
words or phrases in the document [64]. Generally, the lexicon in lexicon-based models can be constructed manually
(similar to the approaches used in [65]) or automatically by
using seed words to expand the list of words [66]. However,
cyberbullying prediction using the lexicon-based approach is
rare in literature. The primary reason is that the texts on SM
websites are written in an unstructured manner, thus making
it difficult for the lexicon-based approach to detect cyberbullying based only on lexicons [67]–[69]. However, lexicons are used to extract features, which are often utilized as
inputs to machine learning algorithms. For example, lexiconbased approaches, such as using a profane-based dictionary
to detect the number of profane words in a post, are adopted
as profane features to machine learning models [70]. The
key to effective cyberbullying prediction is to have a set
of features that are extracted and engineered [71]. Features
and their combinations are crucial in the construction of
effective cyberbullying prediction models [70], [71]. Most
studies on cyberbullying prediction [19], [38], [62], [72], [73]
used machine learning algorithms to construct cyberbullying
prediction models. Machine learning-based models exhibit
decent performance in cyberbullying prediction [74]. Consequently, this work reviews the construction of cyberbullying
prediction models based on machine learning.
The machine learning field focuses on the development
and application of computer algorithms that improve with
experience [75], [76]. The objective of machine learning is
to identify and define the patterns and correlations between
data. The importance of analyzing big data lies in discovering
hidden knowledge through deep learning from raw data [1].
Machine learning can be described as the adoption of computational models to improve machine performance by predicting and describing meaningful patterns in training data and
the acquisition of knowledge from experience [77]. When this
concept is applied to OSN content, the potential of machine
learning lies in exploiting historical data to detect, predict,
and understand large amounts of OSN data. For example,
in supervised machine learning for classification application,
classification is learned with the help of suitable examples
from a training dataset. In the testing stage, new data are
fed into the model, and instances are classified to a specified
class learned during the training stage. Then, classification
performance is evaluated.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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This section reviews the most common processes in the
construction of cyberbullying prediction models for SM websites based on machine learning. The review covers data collection, feature engineering, feature selection, and machine
learning algorithms.
A. DATA COLLECTION

Data are important components of all machine learning-based
prediction models. However, data (even ‘‘Big Data’’) are
useless on their own until knowledge or implications are
extracted from them. Data extracted from SM websites
are used to select training and testing datasets. Supervised
prediction models aim to provide computer techniques to
enhance prediction performance in defined tasks on the basis
of observed instances (labeled data) [78]. Machine learning
models for a certain task primarily aim to generalize; a
successful model should not be limited to examples in a
training dataset only [79] but must include unlabeled real
data. Data quantity is inconsequential; what is crucial is
whether or not the extracted data represent activities on SM
websites well [80]–[82]. The main data collection strategies
in previous cyberbullying prediction studies on SM websites
can be categorized into data extracted from SM websites
by using either keywords, that is, words, phrases, or hashtags (e.g., [19], [43], [83]–[85]), or by using user profiles
(e.g., [38], [62], [70], [86]). The issues in these data collection
strategies and their effects on the performance of machine
learning algorithms are highlighted in the Data Collection
section (related issues).
B. FEATURE ENGINEERING

Feature is a measurable property of a task that is being
observed [87]. The main purpose of engineering feature vectors is to provide machine learning algorithms with a set
of learning vectors through which these algorithms learn
how to discriminate between different types of classes [76].
Feature engineering is a key factor behind the success and
failure of most machine learning models [79]. The success
and failure of prediction may be based on several elements.
The most significant element is the features used to train the
model [78]. Most of the effort in constructing cyberbullying
prediction models using learning algorithms is devoted to this
task [61], [62], [72]. In this context, the design of the input
space (i.e., features and their combinations that are provided
as an input to the classifier) is vital.
Proposing a set of discriminative features, which are used
as inputs to the machine learning classifier, is the main
step toward constructing an effective classifier in many
applications [76]. Feature sets can be created based on
human-engineered observations, which rely on how features
correlate with the occurrences of classes [76]. For example,
recent cyberbullying studies [88]–[94] established the correlation between different variables, such as age, gender,
and user personality, and cyberbullying occurrence. These
observations can be engineered into a practical form (feature)
to allow the classifier to discriminate between cyberbullying
VOLUME 7, 2019

and non-cyberbullying and can thus be used to develop effective cyberbullying prediction models. Proposing features is
an important step toward improving the discrimination power
of prediction models [76], [79]. Similarly, proposing a set of
significant features of cyberbullying engagement on SM websites is important in developing effective prediction models
based on machine learning algorithms [68], [95].
State-of-the-art research has developed features to improve
the performance of cyberbullying prediction. For example,
a lexical syntactic feature has been proposed to deal with
the prediction of offensive language; this method is better
than traditional learning-based approaches in terms of precision [18]. Dadvar et al. examined gender information from
profile information and developed a gender-based approach
for cyberbullying prediction by using datasets from Myspace
as a basis. The gender feature was selected to improve the
discrimination capability of a classifier. Age and gender were
included as features in other studies [17], [61], but these
features are limited to the information provided by users in
their online profiles.
Several studies focused on cyberbullying prediction based
on profane words as a feature [35], [68], [70], [95], [96]. Similarly, a lexicon of profane words was constructed to indicate
bullying, and these words were used as features for input
to machine learning algorithms [97], [98]. Using profane
words as features demonstrates a significant improvement
in model performance. For example, the number of ‘‘bad’’
words and the density of ‘‘bad’’ words were proposed as
features for input to machine learning in a previous work [70].
The study concluded that the percentage of ‘‘bad’’ words in
a text is indicative of cyberbullying. Another research [85]
expanded a list of pre-defined profane words and allocated
different weights to create bullying features. These features
were concatenated with bag-of-words and latent semantic
features and used as a feature input for a machine learning
algorithm.
Reference [19] proposed features, such as pronouns and
skip grams, as additional features to traditional models, such
as bag of words (n-gram n = 1). The authors claimed that
adding these features improved the overall classification
accuracy. Another study [62] analyzed textual cyberbullying
associated with comments on images in Instagram and developed a set of features from text comprising traditional bagof-words features, comment counts for an image, and post
counts within less than one hour of posting the image. Features mined from user and media information, including the
number of followers and likes, and shared media and features
from image content, such as image types, were added [62].
The combination of all features improved the overall classification performance [62].
The context-based approach is better than the list-based
approach in developing the feature vector [37]. However,
the diversity and complexity of cyberbullying do not always
support this conclusion. Several studies [68], [72], [96],
[99] discussed how sentiment analysis can improve the discrimination power of a classifier to distinguish between
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FIGURE 1. Depicting feature types used in cyberbullying prediction: Content-based features.

FIGURE 2. Depicting feature types used in cyberbullying prediction: Profile-based features.

cyberbullying and normal posts. These studies assumed that
sentiment features are a good signal for cyberbullying occurrence. In another study that aimed to establish ways of
reducing cyberbullying activities by predicting troll profiles,
the researchers proposed a model to identify and associate
troll profiles in Twitter; they assumed that predicting troll
profiles is an important step toward predicting and stopping
cyberbullying occurrence on SM websites [38]. This study
proposed features based on tweeted text, posting time, language, and location to improve the identification of authorship of posts and determine whether a profile is troll or not.
Reference [99] merged features from the structure of SM
websites (e.g., degree, closeness, betweenness, and eigenvector centralities as well as clustering coefficient) with features
from users (e.g., age and gender) and content (e.g., length
and sentiment of a post). Combining these features improves
the final machine learning accuracy [99]. Table 1 shows a
comparison of the different features used in cyberbullying
prediction literature. affect prediction performance. If the
constructed features contain a large set of features that individually associate well with class, then the learning process
will be effective. This condition explains why most of the
discussed studies aimed to produce many features. The input
features should reflect the behavior related to the occurrence
70706

of textual cyberbullying. However, the set of features should
be analyzed using feature selection algorithms. Feature selection algorithms are adopted to decide which features are most
probably relevant or irrelevant to classes.
C. FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHMS

Feature selection algorithms were rarely adopted in stateof-the-art research to perform cyberbullying prediction on
SM websites via machine learning (all extracted features are
used to train the classifiers). Most of the examined studies
(e.g., [18], [61], [68], [70]–[72], [85], [95], [96], [99]) did not
use feature selection to decide which features are important in
training machine learning algorithms. Two studies [19], [62]
used chi-square and PCA to select a significant feature from
extracted features. These feature selection algorithms are
briefly discussed in following subsections.
1) INFORMATION GAIN

Information gain is the estimated decrease in entropy produced by separating examples based on specified features.
Entropy is a well-known concept in information theory;
it describes the (im)purity of an arbitrary collection of
examples [100].
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 1. Summary of feature types used in cyberbullying prediction literature.

Information gain is used to calculate the strength or importance of features in a classification model according to the
class attribute. Information gain [101] evaluates how well
a specified feature divides training datasets with respect to
class labels, as explained in the following equations. Given a
training dataset (Tr), the entropy of (Tr) is defined as.
X
I (Tr) = −
Pn log2 Pn ,
(1)
where Pn is the probability that Tr belongs to class n.
For attribute Att datasets, the expected entropy is calculated
as
X  TrAtt 
(2)
I (Att) =
× I (TrAtt ) .
Tr
The information gain of attribute Att datasets is
IG(Att) = I (Tr) − I (Att)

(3)

2) PEARSON CORRELATION

Correlation-based feature selection is commonly used in
reducing feature dimensionality and evaluating the discrimination power of a feature in classification models. It is also
a straightforward model for selecting significant features.
Pearson correlation measures the relevance of a feature by
computing the Pearson correlation between it and a class.
The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the linear correlation between two attributes [102]. The subsequent value
lies between −1 and +1, with −1 implying absolute negative
correlation (as one attribute increases, the other decreases),
+1 denoting absolute positive correlation (as one attribute
increases, the other also increases), and 0 denoting the
absence of any linear correlation between the two attributes.
For two attributes or features X and Y, the Pearson correlation
VOLUME 7, 2019

coefficient measures the correlation [103] as follows:
P
(xi − x) (yi − y)
,
rxy =
(n − 1) Sx Sy

(4)

where x and y are the sample means for X and Y , respectively;
Sx and Sy are the sample standard deviations for X and Y ,
respectively; and n is the size of the sample used to compute
the correlation coefficient [103].
3) CHI-SQUARE TEST

Another common feature selection model is the chi-square
test. This test is used in statistics, among other variables,
to test the independence of two occurrences. In feature selection, chi-square is used to test whether the occurrences of
a feature and class are independent. Thus, the following
quantity is assumed for each feature, and they are ranked by
their score.


N P(f , ci )P(f , ci ) − P(f , ci )P(f , ci )
N =
(5)
P(f )P(f )P(ci )P(ci )
The chi-square test [104] assesses the independence between
feature f and class ci , in which N is the total number of
documents.
D. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Many types of machine learning algorithms exist, but nearly
all studies on cyberbullying prediction in SM websites used
the most established and widely used type, that is, supervised
machine learning algorithms [67], [99]. The accomplishment
of machine learning algorithms is determined by the degree
to which the model accurately converts various types of
prior observation or knowledge about the task. Much of the
practical application of machine learning considers the details
70707
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TABLE 2. Summary of machine learning algorithms tested in cyberbullying literature.

FIGURE 3. Machine learning algorithms applied in cyberbullying prediction.

of a particular problem. Then, an algorithmic model that
allows for the accurate encoding of the facts is selected. However, no optimal machine learning algorithm works best for
all problems [73], [105], [106]. Therefore, most researchers
selected and compared many supervised classifiers to determine the ideal ones for their problem. Classifier selection
is generally based on the most commonly used classifiers
in the field and the data features available for experiments.
However, researchers can only decide which algorithms to
adopt for constructing a cyberbullying prediction model by
performing a comprehensive practical experiment as a basis.
Table 2 summarizes the commonly used machine learning
algorithms for constructing cyberbullying prediction models.
The following sections describe the machine learning
algorithms commonly used for constructing cyberbullying
prediction models (Table 2).
70708

1) SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
IN CYBERBULLYING

Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised machine
learning classifier that is commonly used in text classification [107]. SVM is constructed by generating a separating
hyperplane in the feature attributes of two classes, in which
the distance between the hyperplane and the adjacent data
point of each class is maximized [108]. Theoretically, SVM
was developed from statistical learning theory [109]. In the
SVM algorithm, the optimal separation hyperplane pertains
to the separating hyperplane that minimizes misclassifications that is achieved in the training step. The approach is
based on minimized classification risks [106], [110]. SVM
was initially established to classify linearly separable classes.
A 2D plane comprises linearly separable objects from different classes (e.g., positive or negative). SVM aims to separate
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the two classes effectively. SVM identifies the exceptional
hyperplane that provides the maximum margin by maximizing the distance between the hyperplane and the nearest data
point of each class.
In real-time applications, precisely determining the separating hyperplane is difficult and nearly impossible in several
cases. SVM was developed to adapt to these cases and can
now be used as a classifier for non-separable classes. SVM is
a capable classification algorithm because of its characteristics. Specifically, SVM can powerfully separate non-linearly
divisible features by converting them to a high-dimensional
space using the kernel model [111].
The advantage of SVM is its high speed, scalability, capability to predict intrusions in real time, and update training
patterns dynamically.
SVM has been used to develop cyberbullying prediction
models and found to be effective and efficient. For example,
Chen et al. [18] applied SVM to construct a cyberbullying
prediction model for the detection of offensive content in
SM. SM content with potential cyberbullying were extracted,
and the SVM cyberbullying prediction model was applied
to detect offensive content. The result showed that SVM
is more accurate in detecting user offensiveness than naïve
Bayes (NB). However, NB is faster than SVM. Chavan and
Shylaja [19] proposed the use of SVM to build a classifier
for the detection of cyberbullying in social networking sites.
Data containing offensive words were extracted from social
networking sites and utilized to build a cyberbullying SVM
prediction model. The SVM classifier detected cyberbullying
more accurately than LR did. Dadvar et al. [61] used SVM
to build a gender specific cyberbullying prediction model.
An SVM text classifier was created with gender specific
characteristics.
The SVM cyberbullying prediction model enhanced the
detection of cyberbullying in SM. Hee et al. [72] developed an
SVM-based cyberbullying detection model to detect cyberbullying in a social network site. The SVM-based model was
trained using data containing cyberbullying extracted from
the social network site. The researchers found that that the
SVM-based cyberbullying model effectively detected cyberbullying. Mangaonkar et al. [73] constructed an SVM-based
cyberbullying detection model for YouTube. Data were collected from YouTube comments on videos posted on the
site. The data were used to train SVM and construct a
cyberbullying detection model, which was then used to detect
cyberbullying. The results suggested that the SVM-based
cyberbullying model is more reliable but not as accurate
as rule-based Jrip. However, the SVM-based cyberbullying model is more accurate than NB and tree-based J48.
Dinakar et al. [95] proposed the use of SVM for the detection
of cyberbullying in Twitter. An SVM-based cyberbullying
model was constructed from data extracted from Twitter. The
SVM-based cyberbullying prediction model was applied to
detect cyberbullying in Twitter. SVM detected cyberbullying better than NB- and LR-based cyberbullying detection
models did.
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2) NB ALGORITHM

NB was used to construct cyberbullying prediction models in [18], [38], [73], [74], and [95]. NB classifiers were
constructed by applying Bayes’ theorem between features.
Bayesian learning is commonly used for text classification.
This model assumes that the text is generated by a parametric
model and utilizes training data to compute Bayes-optimal
estimates of the model parameters. It categorizes generated
test data with these approximations [112].
NB classifiers can deal with an arbitrary number
of continuous or categorical independent features [106].
By using the assumption that the features are independent,
a high-dimensional density estimation task is reduced to
one-dimensional kernel density estimation [106].
The NB algorithm is a learning algorithm that is grounded
on the use of Bayes theorem with strong (naive) independence
assumptions. This method was discussed in detail in [113].
The NB algorithm is one of the most commonly used machine
learning algorithms [114], and it has been constructed as a
machine learning classifier in numerous social media based
studies [115]–[117].
3) RANDOM FOREST

Random forest (RF) was used in the construction of cyberbullying prediction models in [72] and [86]. RF is a
machine-learning model that combines decision trees and
ensemble learning [118]. This model fits several classification trees to a dataset then combines the predictions from all
the trees [119]. Therefore, RF consists of many trees that are
used randomly to select feature variables for the classifier
input. The construction of RF is achieved in the following
simplified steps.
1. The number of examples (cases) in training data is set
to N , and the number of attributes in the classifier is M .
2. A number of random decision tress is created by selecting attributes randomly. A training set is selected for
each tree by choosing n times from all N existing
instances. The rest of the instances in the training set are
used to approximate the error of the tree by forecasting
their classes.
3. For each tree’s nodes, m random variables are selected
on which to base the decision at that node. The finest
split is computed using these m attributes in the training
set. Each tree is completely built and is not pruned,
as can be done in building a normal tree classifier.
4. A large number of trees are thus created. These decision
trees vote for the most popular class. These processes
are called RFs [118].
RF constructs a model that comprises a group of treestructured classifiers, in which each tree votes for the most
popular class [118]. The most highly voted class is the
selected as the output.
4) DECISION TREE

Decision tree classifiers were used in construction of cyberbullying prediction models in [38] and [95]. Decision trees
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are easy to understand and interpret; hence, the decision tree
algorithm can be used to analyze data and build a graphic
model for classification. The most commonly improved version of decision tree algorithms used for cyberbullying prediction is C.45 [38], [70], [95]. C4.5 can be explained as
follows. Given N number of examples, C4.5 first produces
an initial tree through the divide-and-conquer algorithm as
follows [120]:
If all examples in N belong to the same class or N is
small, the tree is a leaf labeled with the most frequent class
in N . Otherwise, a test is selected based on, for example, the
mostly used information gain test on a single attribute with
two or more outputs. Considering that the test is the root of
the tree creation partition of N into subsets N1 , N2 , N3 . . . . . . .
regarding the outputs for each example, the same procedure
is applied recursively to each subset [120].
5) K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR

K-nearest neighbor (KNN) is a nonparametric technique that
decides the KNNs of X0 and uses a majority vote to calculate the class label of X0 . The KNN classifier often uses
Euclidean distances as the distance metric [121]. To demonstrate a KNN classification, classifying new input posts (from
a testing set) is considered by using a number of known
manually labeled posts. The main task of KNN is to classify
the unknown example based on a nominated number of its
nearest neighbors, that is, to finalize the class of unknown
examples as either a positive or negative class. KNN classifies
the class of unknown examples by using majority votes for
the nearest neighbors of the unknown classes. For example,
if KNN is one nearest neighbor [estimating the class of an
unknown example using the one nearest neighbor vote (k
= 1)], then KNN will classify the class of the unknown
example as positive (because the closest point is positive). For
two nearest neighbors (estimating the class of an unknown
example using the two nearest neighbor vote), KNN is unable
to classify the class of the unknown example because the
second closest point is negative (positive and negative votes
are equal). For four nearest neighbors (estimating the class
of an unknown example using the four nearest neighbor
vote), KNN classifies the class of the unknown example as
positive (because the three closest points are positive and
only one vote is negative). The KNN algorithm is one of the
simplest classification algorithms, but despite its simplicity,
it can provide competitive results [122]. KNN was used in the
construction of cyberbullying prediction models in [38].
6) LOGISTIC REGRESSION CLASSIFICATION

Logistic regression is one of the common techniques
imported by machine learning from the statistics field.
Logistic regression is an algorithm that builds a separating
hyperplane between two datasets by means of the logistic function [123]. The logistic regression algorithm takes
inputs (features) and generates a forecast according to the
probability of the input being appropriate for a class. For
example, if the probability is >0.5, the classification of the
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instance will be a positive class; otherwise, the prediction is
for the other class (negative class) [124]. Logistic regression
was used in the construction of cyberbullying prediction models in [19] and [73].
E. EVALUATION

The primary objective of constructing prediction models
based on machine learning is to generalize more than the
training dataset [79]. When a machine learning model is
applied to a real example, it can perform well. Accordingly, the data are divided into two parts. The first part is
the training data used to train machine learning algorithms.
The second part is the testing data used to test machine
learning algorithms. However, separately dividing data into
training and testing is not widely employed [79], especially
in applications in which deriving training and testing data
are difficult. For example, in cyberbullying prediction, most
state-of-art studies manually labeled data. Hence, creating
labeled data is expensive. These issues can be reduced by
cross validation, that is, randomly dividing the training data
into 10 subsets for example, and this process is called
10-fold cross validation. Cross validation involves the following steps: keep a fold separate (the model does not see it) and
train data on the model by using the remaining folds; test each
learned classifier on the fold which it did not see; and average
the results to see how well the particular parameter setting
performs [79], [125].
F. EVALUATION METRICS

Researchers measure the effectiveness of a proposed model
to determine how successfully the model can distinguish
cyberbullying from non-cyberbullying by using various evaluation measures. Reviewing common evaluation metrics
in the research community is important to understand the
performance of conflicting models. The most commonly
used metrics in evaluating cyberbullying classifiers for SM
websites are as follows:
1) ACCURACY

It was used to evaluate cyberbullying prediction models
in [62], [70], [73] and [95], and it is calculated as follows:
(tp + tn)
.
(6)
Accuracy =
(tp + fp + tn + fn)
2) PRECISION, RECALL, AND F-MEASURE

These were used to evaluate cyberbullying prediction models
in [18], [61], [72], and [73]. They are calculated as follows:
tp
Precision =
,
(7)
(tp + fp)
tp
Recall =
,
(8)
(tp + fn)
2 × precision × recall
F − Measure =
(9)
recision + recall
where tp means true positive, tn is true negative, fp denotes
false positive, and fn is false negative.
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3) AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC)

AUC offers a discriminatory rate of the classifier at various
operating points [3], [19], [38]. The main benefit of using
AUC as an evaluation metric is that AUC gives a more robust
measurement than the accuracy metric in class-imbalance
situations [19], [38].
III. ISSUES RELATED TO CONSTRUCTING
CYBERBULLYING PREDICTION MODELS

In this section, the issues identified from the reviewed studies are discussed. The main issues related to cyberbullying
definition, data collection feature engineering, and evaluation
metric selection are identified and discussed in following
subsections.
A. ISSUES RELATED TO CYBERBULLYING DEFINITION

Traditional bullying is generally defined as ‘‘intentional
behavior to harm another, repeatedly, where it is difficult for
the victim to defend himself or herself’’ [126]. By extending
the definition of traditional bullying, cyberbullying has been
defined [90] as ‘‘an aggressive behavior that is achieved using
electronic platforms by a group or an individual repeatedly
and over time against a victim who cannot easily defend him
or herself.’’ Applying such a definition makes it difficult to
classify manually labeled data (the instance in which machine
learning algorithms learn from) and whether a post is cyberbullying or not. Two main issues make the above definition
difficult to be applied in online environments [47], [127].
The first issue is how to measure ‘‘repeatedly and over time
aggressive behavior’’ on SM, and the second one is how to
measure power imbalance and ‘‘a victim who cannot easily defend himself or herself’’ on SM. These issues have
been discussed by researchers to simplify the concept of
cyberbullying in the online context. First, the concept of
repetitive act in cyberbullying is not as straightforward as
that in SM [47]. For example, SM websites can provide
cyberbullies a medium to propagate cyberbullying posts for a
large population. Consequently, a single act by one committer
may become repetitive over time [47]. Second, power imbalance is presented in different forms in online communication.
Researchers [127] have suggested that the content in online
environments is difficult to eliminate or avoid, thus making a
victim powerless.
These definitional aspects are under intense debate, but to
simplify the definition of cyberbullying and make this definition applicable to a wide range of applications, the researchers
in [53] and [72] defined cyberbullying as ‘‘the use of electronic communication technologies to bully others.’’ Proposing a simplified and clear definition of cyberbullying is a
crucial step toward building machine learning models that can
satisfy the definition criteria of cyberbullying engagement.
B. DATA COLLECTION

Many cyberbullying prediction studies extracted their
datasets by using specific keywords or profile IDs.
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Nevertheless, by simply tracking posts that have particular
keywords, these researches may have presented potential
sampling bias [82], [128], limited the prediction to posts
that contain the predefined keywords, and overlooked many
other posts relevant to cyberbullying. Such data collection
methods limit the prediction model of cyberbullying to specified keywords. The identification of keywords for extracting posts is also subject to the author’s understanding of
cyberbullying. An effective method should use a complete
range of posts indicating cyberbullying to train the machine
learning classifier and ensure the generalization capability
of the cyberbullying prediction model [43]. An important
objective of machine learning is to generalize and not to
limit the examples in a training dataset [79]. Researchers
should investigate whether the sampled data are extracted
from data that effectively represents all possible activities on
SM websites [128]. Extracting well-representative data from
SM is the first step toward building effective machine learning
prediction models. However, SM websites’ public application
program interface (API) only allows the extraction of a small
sample of all relevant data and thus poses a potential for
sampling bias [80]–[82]. For example, a previous study [128]
discussed whether data extracted from Twitter’s streaming
API is a sufficient representation of the activities in the Twitter network as a whole; the author compared keyword (words,
phrases, or hashtags), user ID, and geo-coded sampling.
Twitter’s streaming API returns a dataset with some bias
when keyword or user ID sampling is used. By contrast, using
geo-tagged filtering provides good data representation [128].
With these points in mind, researchers should ensure minimum bias as much as possible when they extract data to
guarantee that the examples selected to be represented in
training data are generalized and provide an effective model
when applied to testing data. Bias in data collection can
impose bias in the selected training dataset based on specific
keywords or users, and such a bias consequently introduces
overfitting issues that affect the capability of a machine
learning model to make reliable predictions on untrained data.
C. FEATURE ENGINEERING

Features are vital components in improving the effectiveness of machine learning prediction models [79]. Most of
the discussed studies attempted to provide effective machine
learning solutions to cyberbullying on SM websites by providing significant features (Table 1). However, these studies
overlooked other important features. For example, online
cyberbullies may dynamically change the way they use
words and acronyms. SM websites help create cyberbullying
acronyms that have not been commonly used in committing
traditional bullying or are beyond SM norms [129]. Recent
survey response studies (questionnaire-based studies) have
reported positive correlations between different variables,
such as personality [93], [94] and sociability of a user in
an online environment [130], and cyberbullying occurrences.
The observations of these studies are important in understanding such behavior in online environments. However, these
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observations are yet to be used as features with machine
learning algorithms to provide significant models. These
observations can be useful when transformed to a practical
form (features) that can be employed to develop effective
machine learning prediction models for cyberbullying on SM
websites. The abundant information provided by SM websites should be utilized to convert observations into a set of
features. For example, two studies [17], [61] attempted to
improve machine learning classifier performance by including features, such as age and gender, that show improvement
in classifier performance, but these features are extracted
from direct user details mentioned in the online profiles of
users. However, most studies found that only a few users
provide complete details in their online profiles [131], [132].
These studies suggested the useful practice of utilizing words
expressed in the content (posts) to identify user age and
gender [131], [132]. Moreover, cyberbullying is related to
the aggressive behavior of a user. A study demonstrated that
aggression considerably predicts cyberbullying [92]. Similarly, cyberbullying behavior has a strong correlation with
neuroticism [93], [94]. Therefore, predicting if a user has used
words related to neuroticism may provide a useful feature to
predict cyberbullying engagement.
A significant correlation has also been found between
sociability of a user and cyberbullying engagement in online
environments [130]. Users who are highly active in online
environments are likely to engage in cyberbullying [133].
According to these observations, SM websites possess features that can be used as signals to measure the sociability
of a user, such as number of friends, number of posts, URLs
in posts, hashtags in posts, and number of users engaged in
conversations (mentioned). The combination of these features
with traditionally used ones, such as profanity features, can
provide comprehensive discriminative features. The reviewed
studies (Table 1) focused on using either a traditional feature
model (e.g., bag-of-words) or information (e.g., age or gender) limited to user profile information (information written
by users in their profile). Given that such information is limited, comprehensive features should be proposed to improve
classifier performance.
Moreover, maintaining a precise and accurate process in
constructing machine learning models from start (data collection) to end (evaluation metric selection) is important
in ensuring that the proposed features hold significance in
improving classifier performance. The following subsection analyzes other issues related to constructing effective
machine learning models for cyberbullying prediction on SM
websites.
D. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHM SELECTION

A machine learning algorithm is selected to be trained on
proposed features. However, deciding which classifier performs best for a specific dataset is difficult. More than one
machine learning algorithm should be tested to determine
the best machine learning algorithm for a specific dataset.
Three points may be used as guide to narrow the selection
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of machine learning algorithms to be tested. First, a specific
literature on machine learning for cyberbullying detection
is important in selecting a specified classifier. The preeminence of the classifier may be circumscribed to a given
domain [134]. Therefore, general previous research and findings on machine learning can used as a guide to select a
machine learning algorithm. Second, a literature review of
text mining [135], [136] can be used as a guide. Third, a performance comparison of comprehensive datasets [137] can be
used as basis to select machine learning algorithms. However,
although these three points can be used as guide to narrow the
selection of machine learning algorithms, researchers need to
test many machine learning algorithms to identify the optimal
classifier for an accurate predictive model.
E. IMBALANCED CLASS DISTRIBUTION

In many cases of real data, datasets naturally have imbalanced classes in which the normal class has a large number
of instances and the abnormal class has a small number of
instances in the dataset. Abnormal class instances are rare
and difficult to be collected from real-world applications.
Examples of imbalanced data applications are fraud detection, instruction detection, and medical diagnosis. Similarly,
the number of cyberbullying posts is expected to be much
less than the number of non-cyberbullying posts, and this
assumption generates an imbalanced class distribution in the
dataset in which the instances of non-cyberbullying contain
much more posts than those of cyberbullying. Such cases
can prevent the model from correctly classifying the examples. Many methods have been proposed to solve this issue,
and examples include SMOTE [138] and weight adjustment
(cost-sensitive technique) [139].
The SMOTE technique [138] is applied to avoid overfitting, which occurs when particular replicas of minority
classes are added to the main dataset. A subdivision of
data is reserved from the minority class as an example, and
new synthetic similar classes are generated. These synthetic
classes are then added to the original dataset. The created
dataset is used to train the machine learning methods. The
cost-sensitive technique is utilized to control the imbalance
class [139]. It is based on creating is a cost matrix, which
defines the costs experienced in false positives and false
negatives.
F. EVALUATION METRIC SELECTION

Accuracy, precision, recall, and AUC are commonly used
as evaluation metrics [19], [38]. Evaluation metric selection is important. The selection is based on the nature of
manually labeled data. Selecting an inappropriate evaluation
metric may result in better performance according to the
selected evaluation metric. Then, the researcher may find the
results to be significantly improved, although an investigation of how the machine learning model is evaluated may
produce contradicting results and may not truly reflect the
improvement of performance. For example, cyberbullying
posts are commonly considered abnormal cases, whereas
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non-cyberbullying posts are considered normal cases. The
ratio between cyberbullying and non-cyberbullying is normally large. Generally, non-cyberbullying posts comprise
a large portion. For example, 1000 posts are manually labeled as cyberbullying and non-cyberbullying. The
non-cyberbullying posts are 900, and the remaining 100 posts
are cyberbullying. If a machine learning classifier classifies
all 1000 posts as non-cyberbullying and is unable to classify
any posts (0) as cyberbullying, then this classifier is considered impractical. By contrast, if researchers use accuracy as
the main evaluation metric, then the accuracy of this classifier
calculated as mentioned in the accuracy equation will yield a
high accuracy percentage.
In the example, the classifier fails to classify any cyberbullying posts but obtains a high accuracy percentage. Knowing
the nature of manually labeled data is important in selecting
an evaluation metric. In cases where data are imbalanced,
researchers may need to select AUC as the main evaluation
metric. In class-imbalance situations, AUC is more robust
than other performance metrics [140]. Cyberbullying and
non-cyberbullying data are commonly imbalanced datasets
(non-cyberbullying posts outnumber the cyberbullying ones)
that closely represent the real-life data that machine learning algorithms need to train on. Accordingly, the learning performance of these algorithms is independent of data
skewness [73]. Special care should be taken in selecting
the main evaluation metric to avoid uncertain results and
appropriately evaluate the performance of machine learning
algorithms.
IV. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

This section presents the issues and challenges while guiding
future researchers to explore the domain of sentiment analysis
through leveraging machine learning algorithms and models
for detecting cyberbullying through social media.

should clearly represent features that occur in current and
future data to retain the context of the model. Given that big
data are not generic and dynamic in nature, the context of
these data is difficult to understand in terms of scale and even
more difficult to maintain when data are reduced to fit into
a machine learning model. Handling context of big data is
challenging and has been presented as an important future
direction [141].
Furthermore, human behavior is dynamic. Knowing when
online users change the way of committing cyberbullying is
an important component in updating the prediction model
with such changes. Therefore, dynamically updating the
prediction model is necessary to meet human behavioral
changes [1].
B. CULTURE EFFECT

What was considered cyberbullying yesterday might not be
considered cyberbullying today, and what was previously
considered cyberbullying may not be considered cyberbullying now due to the introduction of OSNs. OSNs have a
globalized culture. However, machine learning always learns
from the examples provided. Consequently, designing different examples that represent a different culture remains
to be defined, and robust work from different disciplines is
required. For this purpose, cross disciplinary coordination is
highly desirable.
C. LANGUAGE DYNAMICS

Language is quickly changing, particularly among the young
generation. New slang is regularly integrated into the language culture. Therefore, researchers are invited to propose
dynamic algorithms to detect new slang and abbreviations
related to cyberbullying behavior on SM websites and keep
updating the training processes of machine learning algorithms by using newly introduced words.

A. HUMAN DATA CHARACTERISTICS

D. PREDICTION OF CYBERBULLYING SEVERITY

Although SM big data provide insights into large human
behavior data, in reality, the analysis of such big data
remains subjective [141]. Building human prediction systems
involves steps where subjectivity about human behavior does
exist. For example, when creating a manually labeled dataset
to train a machine learning algorithm to predict cyberbullying
posts, human bias may exist based on how cyberbullying is
being defined and the criteria used to categorize the text as
cyberbullying text.
Moreover, subjectivity may exist during the creation of a
set of features (learning factors) in the feature engineering
process. For example, the pre-processing stage involves a
‘‘data cleaning’’ process wherein choices about what features
will be counted, and which will be ignored are constructed.
This process is inherently subjective [141].
Predicting human behavior is crucial but complex.
To achieve an effective prediction of human behavior, the patterns that exist and are used for constructing the prediction
model should also exist in the future input data. The patterns

The level of cyberbullying severity should be determined.
The effect of cyberbullying is proportional to its severity
and spread. Predicting different levels of cyberbullying severity does not only require machine learning understanding
but also a comprehensive investigation to define and categorize the level of cyberbullying severity from social and
psychological perceptions. Efforts from different disciplines
are required to define and identify the levels of severity
then introduce related factors that can be converted into features to build multi-classifier machine learning for classifying
cyberbullying severity into different levels as opposed to
a binary classifier that only detects whether an instance is
cyberbullying or not.
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E. UNSUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING

Human learning is essentially unsupervised. The structure of
the world was discovered by observing it and not by being
told the name of every objective. Nevertheless, unsupervised
machine learning has been overshadowed by the success
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of supervised learning [142]. This gap in literature may be
caused by the fact that nearly all current studies rely on
manually labeled data as the input to supervised algorithms
for classifying classes. Thus, finding patterns between two
classes by using unsupervised grouping remains difficult.
Intensive research is required to develop unsupervised algorithms that can detect effective patterns from data. Traditional
machine learning algorithms lack the capability to handle
cyberbullying big data.
Deep learning has recently attracted the attention of many
researchers in different fields. Natural language understanding is a new area in which deep learning is poised to make a
large effect over the next few years [142].
The traditional machine learning algorithms pointed out in
this survey lacks the capability to process big data in a standalone format. Big data have rendered traditional machine
learning algorithms impotent. Cyberbullying big data generated from SM require advanced technology for the processing
of the generated data to gain insights and help in making
intelligent decisions.
Big data are generated at a very high velocity, variety,
volume, verdict, value, veracity, complexity, etc. Researchers
need to leverage various deep learning techniques for processing social media big data for cyberbullying behaviors.
The deep learning techniques and architectures with a potential to explore the cyberbullying big data generated from
SM can include generative adversarial network, deep belief
network, convolutional neural network, stacked autoencoder,
deep echo state network, and deep recurrent neural network. These deep learning architectures remain unexplored
in cyberbullying detection in SM.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This study reviewed existing literature to detect aggressive behavior on SM websites by using machine learning approaches. We specifically reviewed four aspects of
detecting cyberbullying messages by using machine learning approaches, namely, data collection, feature engineering, construction of cyberbullying detection model, and
evaluation of constructed cyberbullying detection models.
Several types of discriminative features that were used to
detect cyberbullying in online social networking sites were
also summarized. In addition, the most effective supervised
machine learning classifiers for classifying cyberbullying
messages in online social networking sites were identified.
One of the main contributions of current paper is the definition of evaluation metrics to successfully identify the significant parameter so the various machine learning algorithms
can be evaluated against each other. Most importantly we
summarized and identified the important factors for detecting
cyberbullying through machine learning techniques specially
supervised learning. For this purpose, we have used accuracy,
precision recall and f-measure which gives us the area under
the curve function for modeling the behaviors in cyberbullying. Finally, the main issues and open research challenges
were described and discussed.
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Considerable research effort is required to construct
highly effective and accurate cyberbullying detection models.
We believe that the current study will provide crucial details
on and new directions in the field of detecting aggressive
human behavior, including cyberbullying detection in online
social networking sites.
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